
FEED BIN MONITOR
Available From Sioux Automation Center, Inc.

There’There’s an s an Accurate, Easier and SaferAccurate, Easier and Safer
WWay to Check Feed Binsay to Check Feed Bins !!

Accurate, Accurate, AfAffordable Wfordable Weight-Based Bin Monitoring:eight-Based Bin Monitoring:
BinTrac Pro combines highly accurate “S” load cell tech-

nology with the economies of innovative design.  It pro-

vides both numeric weight measurements and a quick ref-

erence indicator that makes checking bin levels as easy

as reading a rain guage.

Unique Load Cell Mounting:Unique Load Cell Mounting:
The patent pending load cell brackets require minimal ground clearance for

easier installation.  There’s no need to discount and readjust augers.

Brackets are anchored to the concrete pad and the bin legs are attached to

the brackets.  A few turns of a built-in adjusting bolt are all that’s needed to

raise bin and transfer weight to the load cells.

Monitor up to 4 bins with 1 BinTrac Pro

Easy Setup and Operation:Easy Setup and Operation:
BinTrac Pro only needs to be zeroed once

when the bin is empty.  The console offers

maximum mounting flexibility with a single

cable connection.  Individual load cells are

connected to a “smart: summing box for a

cleaner installation.  A radio transmitter

option is also available to monitor bins from

a remote office.

The all-weather console and load cells are

designed for reliable operation under

extreme conditions.
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VMI VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY
Available From Sioux Automation Center, Inc.

No More Climbing Bins

Eliminates one of the most
common on-farm safety risks 

Ordering feed still relies on someone visually checking bins and calling the

mill.  Typical weekly cycles of high and low volume days, long weekends and

out-of-feed events create logistic log jams at feed mills that drive up the cost of

manufacturing and delivery.

AA Better WBetter Way:ay:

Unil now, feed monitoring systems and software have been too expensive, diffi-

cult and costly to install, unreliable or hard to use.  BinTrac VMI get it right.

BinTrac VMI is a web-based program that uses patented technology exclusively

licensed to Herdstar.*  It utilizes the full cababilities of the BinTrac Pro electronic

bin monitoring system to provide a total solution that is accurate, economical

and easy to use.

The Most The Most Accurate & Reliable:Accurate & Reliable:

BinTrac VMI works with weight-based bin monitoring sys-

tems such as BinTrac Pro sensors to accurately measure

on-farm feed inventory and disappearence rates.  Mills

and management offices have access to up-to-the

minute information through a password protected web-

site.

The user-friendly “Order Desk” interface clearly shows

bin status and features smart alarms to allow remote

feed ordering, order tracking and status of pending

orders.
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